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Abstract— increasing demand of electrical power for 

different types of load is degrading the quality of power in the 

system.  So, to improve the power quality, different Flexible 

AC transmission system (FACTS) devices are used to 

maintain controllability and capability of electrical power 

system FACTS controller includes unified power flow 

controller (UPFC), Static synchronous 

compensators(STATCOMs), Thyristor controlled series 

compensators (TCSC), Static series synchronous 

compensators (SSSCs) and Static VAR compensators 

(SVCs), are able to improve the real and reactive power flow 

control through a transmission line at a particular bus in a 

power system. The (UPFC) is the most versatile and complex 

power electronic equipment that has emerged for the control 

and optimization of power flow in electrical power 

transmission system. It is used to control the flow of power 

over the transmission line by controlling the impedance, 

voltage magnitude and phase angle. In this paper we see the 

performance of UPFC and how it increases the transmission 

capacity in the transmission line. This paper presents the 

results of computer simulation and MATLAB program is 

used to model UPFC and to verify the performance of UPFC 

under different system conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of technology, the power system 

utilities around the world changes rapidly with improvements 

in power system structures and operation. With the expansion 

of technology, system will be more optimal and profitable 

operation in power system regarding generation, transmission 

and distribution system. Flexible Alternating Current 

Transmission System or FACTS is a technology introduced 

by Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the 80s. 

A. The Main Aim Of FACTS Technology Is Follows:  

 To enhance the power flow capability in transmission 

network.  

 To provide direct control over designated transmission 

routes.  

 To enhance thermal limits of the transmission line.  

 To improve the damping of oscillations and line 

capacity. 

 Its first concept was introduced by N.G.Hingorani in 

April 19, 1988. Since then different kind of FACTS 

controllers have been recommended. FACTS controllers are 

based on voltage source converters and includes devices such 

as Static Var Compensators (SVCs), static Synchronous 

Compensators (STATCOMs), Thyristor Controlled Series 

Compensators (TCSCs), Static Synchronous Series 

Compensators (SSSCs) and Unified Power Flow Controllers 

(UPFCs).Among them, Unified Power Flow Controller 

(UPFC) is the most versatile and efficient device which was 

introduced in 1991. UPFC is the combination of three 

compensators’ characteristic; i.e. impedance, voltage 

magnitude and phase angle, that are able to produce a more 

complete compensation.  

Its first concept was introduced by N.G.Hingorani in 

April 19, 1988. Since then different kind of FACTS 

controllers have been recommended. FACTS controllers are 

based on voltage source converters and includes devices such 

as Static Var Compensators (SVCs), static Synchronous 

Compensators (STATCOMs), Thyristor Controlled Series 

Compensators (TCSCs), Static Synchronous Series 

Compensators (SSSCs) and Unified Power Flow Controllers 

(UPFCs).Among them, Unified Power Flow Controller 

(UPFC) is the most versatile and efficient device which was 

introduced in 1991. UPFC is the combination of three 

compensators’ characteristic; i.e. impedance, voltage 

magnitude and phase angle, that are able to produce a more 

complete compensation.  

Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) is the most 

promising version of FACTS devices as it serves to control 

simultaneously all three parameters (voltage, impedance and 

phase angle) at the same time. Therefore it is chosen as the 

focus of investigation. For the last few years, the focus of 

research in the FACTS area is mainly on UPFC. Many 

researchers have proposed different approaches of installing 

UPFC in power systems. The concepts of characteristics have 

been broadly reported in the literature. 

 The performance of UPFC has been reported by 

designing a series converter with conventional controllers. 

In this paper dynamic control of UPFC has analyzed with two 

leg three phase converters by switching level model with 

linear and nonlinear loads. They suggests that the UPFC with 

their proposed controller successfully increase the real as well 

as reactive power flow and improves voltage profile for the 

duration of the transient conditions in the power transmission 

systems [20]. Some results of network with and without 

UPFC are also been compared in terms of active and reactive 

power flows in the line and reactive power flow at the bus to 

compare the performance of UPFC. 

II. UNIFIED POWER FACTOR CONTROLLER (UPFC) 

The UPFC consists of two voltage source converters; series 

and shunt converter, which are connected to each other with 

a common dc link. Series converter or Static Synchronous 

Series Compensator (SSSC) is used to add controlled voltage 

magnitude and phase angle in series with the line, while shunt 

converter or Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) 

is used to provide reactive power to the ac system, besides 

that, it will provide the dc power required for both inverter. 

Each of the branches consists of a transformer and power 

electronic converter. These two voltage source converters 

shared a common dc capacitor [5]. 
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Fig. 1: Circuit Diagram of Unified Power Flow Controller 

The energy storing capacity of this dc capacitor is 

generally small. Therefore, active power drawn by the shunt 

converter should be equal to the active power generated by 

the series converter. The reactive power in the shunt or series 

converter can be chosen independently, giving greater 

flexibility to the power flow control. The coupling 

transformer is used to connect the device to the system. 

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the three phase 

UPFC connected to the transmission line. 

 
Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of three phase UPFC connected 

to a transmission line . 

Control of power flow is achieved by adding the 

series voltage, VS with a certain amplitude, ⏐ VS⏐  and phase 

shift, φ to V1. 

A. Characteristic of UPFC:  

The UPFC has ability to solve all problems occurring in the 

power flow control and transmission line compensation with 

the help of solid-state controllers, which provide flexibility 

which is not obtained in thyristor-controlled controllers. 

III. POWER FLOW CONTROL IN POWER SYSTEM 

In a transmission line the power flow depends three important 

parameters namely  

 Voltage magnitude (V),  

 Line Impedance ( Z) and  

 Phase angle between buses (θ).  

By using placement and co-ordination of several 

flexible ac transmission systems controllers in large scale 

power system networks and also small signal stability, 

transient stability, damping oscillations, increase load ability 

of power system network dynamic performance of the power 

system, capability of power transfer through the line, 

efficiency of power system, quality of the power system, 

congestion management, voltage profile, less active power 

loss, power system security in FACTS devices control. In 

FACTS device the response is quick and correct. Therefore 

these devices improve the voltage profile with the help of 

coordinated control of FACTS controllers in multi-machine 

systems. In this paper r power flow studies is developed from 

steady state model of FACTS devices TCSC is simply to 

modify the reactance of transmission line. But SVC and 

UPFC using the power injection models [14-16]. TCSC, 

UPFC and SVC is modeled is bus as shunt element in 

integrated into transmission line. By using MATLAB 

programming language the Mathematical models for FACTS 

devices are implemented. 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODELING 

A. The Unified Power Flow Controller: 

In 1991 Gyugiy was introduced the Unified Power Flow 

Controller. The UPFC is a member of third generation 

FACTS controller proposed to control voltage and power 

flow in systems It consist of combining features of Series 

Synchronous Compensator (SSSC) and Static Synchronous 

Compensator (STATCOM). It has to ability to control active 

and reactive power in transmission line as well as 

transmission parameters like voltage, impedance and phase 

angle.  

B. UPFC Circuit Description: 

 
Fig. 3: Unified Power Flow Controller 

This figure 3 consist of two voltage source 

converter, first converter is connected at sending end in shunt 

as shunt converter and second converter is connected between 

sending and receiving end bus in series as series converter, 

One end of converters is connected to transformer and other 

end is connected with common DC capacitor link. 

V. STUDY SYSTEM MODEL IN MATLAB/SIMULINK WITH 

UPFC 

The focus of this work is to design a single phase UPFC and 

simulate it using MATLAB and Simulink software. A lab 

scale model will then being constructed and its performance 

are compared to the simulated ones. Based on the schematic 

diagram of the three phase UPFC in Figure 1, a simulation 

model of a single phase UPFC is drawn in Simulink and is 

illustrated in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4: Simulink’s simulation model 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Digital simulation is done using the blocks of MATLAB 

Simulink and the results are presented here. Fig 4 shows the 

output voltage of the UPFC, VS and the ac supply voltage, 

V1 obtained from the simulation. Both voltages are in 

synchronization with each other but with different magnitude 

due to voltage step down of the shunt transformer. 

 
Fig. 5: Supply voltage and output voltage 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

It is necessary to maintain the voltage magnitude, phase angle 

and line impedance of the transmission system. In this paper 

the (UPFC) simulation study, MATLAB Simulink is used to 

simulate the model of UPFC connected to a 3 phase 

transmission system. This paper presents the control & 

performance of the UPFC used for power quality 

improvement. The real and reactive powers increase with the 

increase in angle of injection. Simulation results show the 

effectiveness of UPFC to control the real and reactive powers. 

It is found that there is an improvement in the real and 

reactive powers through the transmission line when UPFC is 

introduced. The UPFC system has the advantages like reduce 

maintenance and ability to control real and reactive powers. 

The simulation results show that significant enhancement in 

the system performance by the use of UPFC as system 

stabilization and the harmonics in the line voltage. The main 

improvement is to reduce the harmonics by .16% of the line 

voltage and stabilization of the system. 

The proposed thought is modeled and designed in 

MATLAB Simulink and the results verify the effectiveness 

of the model. Transients and THD are the major cause in the 

power system related to power quality issues. This is useful 

to in the high power transmission lines for the stabilization of 

the system and also to maintain the line voltage as per the 

demand with good power quality aspects. Here as the dc-link 

capacitor is introduced between two converters known as 

series and shunt converters maintain the level of it. 
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